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Abstract Aims When analyzing P-wave morphology, the vectorcardiogram
(VCG) has been shown useful to identify indicators of propensity to atrial
fibrillation (AF). Since VCG is rarely used in the clinical routine, we wanted to
investigate if these indicators could be accurately determined in VCG derived from
standard 12-lead ECG (dVCG).
Methods ECG and VCG recordings from 21 healthy subjects and 20 patients with
a history of AF were studied. dVCG was calculated from ECG using the inverse
Dower transform. Following signal averaging of P-waves, comparisons were made
between VCG and dVCG, where three parameters characterizing signal shape and
15 parameters describing the P-wave morphology were used to assess the
compatibility of the two recording techniques. The latter parameters were also
used to compare the healthy and the AF groups.
Results After transformation, P-wave shape was convincingly preserved. P-wave
morphology parameters were consistent within the respective groups when
comparing VCG and dVCG, with better preservation observed in the healthy group.
Conclusion VCG derived from routine 12-lead ECG may be a useful alternate
method for studying orthogonal P-wave morphology.
ª 2005 The European Society of Cardiology. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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Introduction

The mechanisms responsible for initiation and
maintenance of atrial fibrillation (AF) are increas-
ingly better understood. Following the identifica-
tion of anatomic origin of the ectopic P-waves
triggering the arrhythmia [1], interventions tar-
geted against this mechanism clearly verify the
role of a trigger factor in the development of
paroxysmal AF.

Multiple studies have verified that the propen-
sity for paroxysmal AF is linked not only to the
occurrence of a trigger factor, but in addition also
to widening of the P-wave recorded during sinus
rhythm, representing evidence of a vulnerable
arrhythmia substrate. The P-wave widening may,
however, be subtle and is not a mandatory pre-
requisite for identification of patients prone to
paroxysmal AF. In fact, the morphology of the
orthogonally recorded P-waves differed signifi-
cantly between patients with paroxysmal AF and
arrhythmia-free healthy control subjects, within
normal P-wave duration, suggesting a deterioration
of the inter-atrial conduction across the infero-
posterior part of the inter-atrial septum [2]. This
mechanism was verified in invasive studies [3,4],
further explaining the earlier observed P-wave
changes.

Orthogonal ECG leads are seldom recorded in
the clinical routine. However, since the morphol-
ogy of the QRS-complexes in orthogonal leads can
be reconstructed by recalculation from standard
12-lead ECG signals [5], we have explored the
possible reconstruction of the orthogonal P-waves
for identification of morphological changes associ-
ated with AF.

Methods

Study population

Twenty-one healthy volunteers and 20 patients
with a history of AF were enrolled in the study.
The healthy group contained 10 women and 11
men with median age of 56 years and the AF group
five women and 15 men with median age 69.5
years.

The study complies with the Declaration of
Helsinki and all subjects gave informed consent
to participate in the study. The study was ap-
proved by the local ethics committee at Lund
University, approval numbers LU 325-00 (healthy
group), and LU 207-99, LU 394-03, and LU 31-03
(AF group).
ECG and VCG recordings

For each subject, standard 12-lead ECG (ECG) and
Frank-lead VCG (VCG) were recorded. Both record-
ings were 6 min in length and performed immedi-
ately after each other with the subjects at rest.
The recordings made from the AF group were
performed during verified sinus rhythm. Data
acquisition was made at a sampling speed of
1000 samples per second and channel, with the
resolution 0.625 mV using custom made hardware
and software (SiemenseElema, Sweden). For sub-
sequent analyses, data were transferred to a GNU/
Linux workstation.

Data preprocessing

All data analyses were performed using custom
made software running on MATLAB R13 (www.
mathworks.com). Both ECG and VCG recordings
were transformed into the WFDB format used by
PhysioNet [6], in this process the ECG recordings
were also converted to orthogonal signals (dVCG)
using the inverse Dower transformation [5]. The
transformation is described in the first section and
an error analysis in the second section of the
Appendix.

Power line interference was removed using
a 50 Hz bandstop filter. Baseline wander was
removed by using a lowpass filter at 0.5 Hz to
calculate the baseline and then subtracting it from
the signal.

Extracting P-waves

As in most ECG and VCG analyses, the first step was
an automated detection of the QRS-complexes [7].
Based on their morphology, all QRS-complexes
were then sorted into different groups, where
the first group was created simply by taking the
first QRS-complex of the recording. The following
QRS-complexes were then compared with this
group and added to it provided they had similar
morphology or otherwise used to create a new
group with different morphology. When more than
one group was found, the following QRS-complexes
were put in the group with the most similar
morphology. To define whether two morphologies
were similar or not, correlation function analysis
was used, where a correlation coefficient greater
than 0.9 was used to define similarity.

When all QRS-complexes had been assigned to
a group, the average morphology of each group
was calculated. Each QRS-complex in the individ-
ual groups were then time-shifted and compared
with the group’s average and adjusted to create

http://www.mathworks.com
http://www.mathworks.com
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the highest correlation. The average morphology
of each different group was then recalculated. For
each group of QRS-complexes, onset and end of
the group’s average morphology could be cor-
rected manually in order to produce the most
accurate value for later calculation of PQ-time.

In this study, to extract P-waves, only QRS-
complexes belonging to the group with the largest
number of complexes were used. P-wave extrac-
tion was made by defining 250 samples wide signal
windows immediately preceding each QRS-com-
plex, in which the P-wave was believed to
be located. If cases with unusually long PQ-time
or P-wave duration were found, both length and
position of the signal window could be altered in
order fully to cover the P-wave.

Groups of signal windows with different mor-
phologies were then created using the same
technique as with the QRS-complexes described
above. Using the morphology of the different
groups, the actual P-waves were defined by man-
ual setting of onset and end. The amplitude at the
onset of the P-wave was subtracted from the signal
to create a baseline value of 0.

Fig. 1 shows an example of the noise reducing
effect of P-wave signal averaging.

In the subsequent comparisons between record-
ing techniques and between healthy subjects and
those with history of AF, only the group with the
largest number of P-waves was used, and only the
signal between onset and end of the P-wave.

Mathematical comparison of P-waves

Comparisons were made between VCG and dVCG
P-wave morphologies in each study subject. First,
the signal-averaged P-waves were adjusted in
length and time-shifted to achieve the highest
correlation coefficient in order to compensate for
differences in settings of onset and end. Second,
an ordinary least-squares estimation of the re-
sidual in each individual lead was performed to
minimize differences in amplitude (see Appendix,
last section).

The parameters used to compare P-waves mathe-
matically were the maximum correlation coeffi-
cient, the scaling parameter obtained from the
least-squares minimization of the residual, and
the residual error. Values were calculated for each
individual lead.

Comparing P-wave morphology parameters

Before analysis of numerical P-wave morphology
parameters, noise was removed from the P-waves
by applying a 5-term simple moving average filter.
The filter was applied repeatedly until no local
maxima were found in the signals, closer than
20 ms.

In order to analyze just the temporal behaviour
of the P-wave, regardless of its spatial direction,
a vector magnitude was calculated as:

SMZ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X2CY2CZ2

p

Several parameters were used to describe the P-
wave morphology. General parameters were P-
wave duration and PQ-time. In lead X, location
and amplitude of maximum is Xmax. In lead Y,
location and amplitude of maximum is Ymax. In
lead Z, location and amplitude of minimum is Zmin,
location of first zero-crossing after the minimum is
Zzero, duration from zero-crossing to end is Z
positive phase, Zpos, location and amplitude of
the maximum located after the zero-crossing is
Zmax, and difference between the amplitudes of
Zmax and Zmin. In SM, the parameters were the
minimum before the P-wave end (nadir) and the
distance, in ms, between the two most prominent
maxima (Zdiff, if present). See Fig. 1 for an
illustration of these parameters.

The values of P-wave duration and PQ-time
were obtained from the manual settings of QRS
and P-wave onset and end, while all morphology
parameters were calculated by the software.

Statistics

The following statistical tests were used:

� Paired comparisons of parameters obtained
from different recordings of the same subject
were made using Wilcoxon’s signed rank test
for paired samples.

� Comparisons of parameters obtained from the
two different groups were made using Wilcox-
on’s rank sum test.

� Comparison between the least-squares factor
and the scalar 1 was made using Wilcoxon’s
signed rank test.

Comparisons resulting in a P-value less than 0.05
are denoted as significant, and those with P-values
just above 0.05 are denoted as trends.

Results

Mathematical comparison of P-waves

The correlation coefficient obtained by comparing
VCG and dVCG is shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3. The
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Figure 1 Example of orthogonal P-waves during one cardiac cycle (left column), and after signal averaging and
calculation of SM (right column). Parameters used to describe P-wave morphology are indicated with dashed lines. In
X-lead: location and amplitude of maximum is Xmax; Y-lead: location and amplitude of maximum is Ymax; Z-lead:
location and amplitude of minimum is Zmin, location of zero-crossing after minimum is Zzero, and location and
amplitude of maximum after zero-crossing is Zmax; SM: location of two peaks used to calculate interpeak distance
(SMdiff), and location of the minimum before P-wave end (nadir). Solid lines indicate P-wave onset and end. Note the
different amplitude scales.
figure indicates that 0.8 appears a suitable value
to discriminate between recordings that can be
defined as similar and those that cannot. Choosing
0.8, the difference in correlation between VCG
and dVCG in three healthy and two AF cases would
be too big to accept them as interchangeable.

The scaling parameter is also shown in Table 1.
When combining all 41 cases, the values of leads X
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and Y were significantly different from 1 (lead X
median 0.95, P! 0.01; lead Y median 1.34,
P! 0.01) which suggests that the numerical values
of the inverse Dower transformation matrix are not
entirely satisfactory for our material.

Table 1 Mathematical comparison between P-
waves from VCG and dVCG

Healthy AF

Correlation
Lead X 0.95 (0.82e1.00) 0.95 (0.61e1.00)
Lead Y 0.95 (0.66e1.00) 0.95 (0.80e0.99)
Lead Z 0.92 (0.15e0.99) 0.95 (0.76e0.99)

Least squares
Lead X 0.88 (0.46e1.24) 0.96 (0.52e1.24)
Lead Y 1.37 (0.53e1.66) 1.32 (0.61e2.53)
Lead Z 0.92 (�0.28e1.88) 1.02 (0.74e1.33)

Residual
Lead X 0.23 (0.06e0.49) 0.23 (0.06e0.73)
Lead Y 0.24 (0.06e0.68) 0.17 (0.06e0.48)
Lead Z 0.38 (0.12e0.91) 0.32 (0.15e0.57)

Numbers are given as median and range. AFZ atrial
fibrillation.
An example of the residual error is shown in
Fig. 2, and numerical values in Table 1. In 17
healthy and 14 AF cases, the largest residual error
was found in lead Z.

Comparing P-wave morphology parameters

Numerical values of the P-wave parameters are
shown in Table 2 and their distributions in Fig. 4.

Trends or significant differences were found in
the following parameters when comparing VCG
recordings with dVCG: nadir location (AF group,
PZ 0.07), Xmax location (AF group, P! 0.01), Ymax

location (AF group, PZ 0.07) and amplitude
(P! 0.01 in both groups), and Zmax amplitude
(healthy group, PZ 0.06; AF group, PZ 0.04).

The absolute values of P-wave duration, nadir
location, PQ-time, Zmin amplitude, and Zdiff ampli-
tude were all higher in the AF group regardless of
what combinations of recording techniques were
used, i.e. healthy VCG or dVCG may be compared
with either AF VCG or dVCG (P% 0.02 in all cases).

The trend towards higher values in the AF
groups is the same in Zmax amplitude and Zpos
duration (P% 0.08 in all cases).
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Figure 2 Typical example of signal-averaged VCG (left column, solid line), and signal-averaged dVCG calculated
using the inverse Dower transformation matrix (left column, dashed line). The right column shows the residual
calculated as dVCGeVCG. Note the different amplitude scales.
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Figure 3 Comparison between VCG and dVCG by means of correlation coefficient. The figure shows in how many
cases all leads have a correlation coefficient greater than a certain value. The solid line shows the healthy group, the
dashed line shows the AF group.
Additional significant differences were found in
Xmax location when comparing healthy VCG with AF
VCG (PZ 0.03) and healthy dVCG with AF VCG
(P! 0.01) and in Ymax amplitude when comparing
healthy VCG with AF dVCG (P! 0.01).

In SM, a double-peaked morphology was seen in
three healthy VCG, two healthy dVCG, eight AF
VCG, and nine AF dVCG cases. Of these, two
healthy and seven AF subjects had double-peaked
SM morphology in both VCG and dVCG.

The individual differences between the parame-
ters of VCG and dVCG, calculated as the dVCG value
minus the VCG value, are shown in the D-columns in
Table 2. Except for Ymax amplitude, the median
values are small, which indicates that as group
observations, the parameter values agree between
the different recording techniques. The range of
the observations is in most cases in the same order
of magnitude as the value of the parameter,
exceptions are P-wave duration, nadir location,
and PQ-time which all have low variability.

Discussion

The first attempt to quantify the differences
between the recording techniques was made using
the correlation coefficient which has the advan-
tage of being unaffected by amplitude scaling and
offset. The majority of cases have a lowest corre-
lation above 0.8. From a mathematical point of
view, 0.8 may seem to be a low correlation to use
for accepting two analysis results as being compa-
rable. However, in this material a correlation of
0.8 would be a reasonable level if a physician was
supposed to make equivalent interpretations of
the P-wave morphology.

A least-squares compensation was performed to
adjust for possible differences in amplitude scaling
and offset in order to minimize the effect of these
in the subsequent residual test. The scaling factor
shows that the amplitude of the dVCG is higher than
the VCG in lead X (scaling factor 0.95) and lower in
lead Y (scaling factor 1.34). This shows that the first
and second row of the inverse Dower transforma-
tion matrix in Eq. (3) (see appendix) should be
adjusted by these values in order to produce
a correct median amplitude in our material. The
differences seen may be explained by coincidence
due to small numbers or by evaluation of the
original Dower matrix being made on ventricular
activity [8] and evaluation of the inverse matrix
being made on QRS-loops [5] rather than on high-
resolution signal-averaged P-waves.

In 17 healthy and 14 AF cases, the largest
residual was found in lead Z. This might be
explained by lead Z having the lowest amplitude
and the most complex morphology in comparison
with leads X and Y. It could also, however, be
a result of lead Z of a Frank-lead recording being
highly dependent on information from the signal
from the electrode on the back, one that is not
present in the 12-lead ECG.

In a previous study [2], Frank-lead recordings of
healthy subjects and patients with paroxysmal AF
were used to investigate differences in P-wave
morphology between the two groups.

P-wave duration and nadir location in the
present study had larger values in the AF group
which agrees with the previous study. The same is
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Table 2 P-wave morphology parameters calculated from VCG and dVCG

Healthy AF

VCG dVCG D VCG dVCG D

No. of P 353 (249e437) 360 (213e461) 10 (�142e100) 350 (159e462) 318 (73e462) �9 (�195e16)

PQ-time 178 (128e213) 177 (130e212) �2 (�16e8) 202 (157e281) 197 (155e291) 0 (�9e21)
Duration 138 (111e164) 138 (116e161) 1 (�36e12) 150 (129e221) 150 (124e235) 2 (�5e14)
Nadir 119 (94e139) 116 (95e137) 0 (�11e5) 136 (101e189) 137 (104e210) 2 (�5e21)

Xmax

Location 75 (55e93) 70 (55e92) �2 (�21e11) 80 (52e134) 72 (45e124) �6 (�43e8)
Amplitude 49 (27e81) 51 (24e79) 2 (�14e25) 46 (24e92) 52 (22e109) �6 (�15e20)

Ymax

Location 64 (47e89) 64 (47e93) 0 (�7e12) 70 (38e117) 64 (37e123) �2 (�44e20)
Amplitude 135 (34e219) 90 (43e141) �48 (�90e11) 103 (51e236) 80 (43e149) �2 (�144e14)

Zmin

Location 46 (15e89) 47 (32e63) 1 (�44e32) 46 (31e60) 48 (32e75) 1 (�6e16)
Amplitude �31 (�53e�4) �32 (�52e�10) 0 (�33e23) �41 (�111e�23) �48 (�144e�11) 1 (�33e40)

Zzero
Location 68 (34e106) 70 (45e111) 3 (�33e36) 76 (55e98) 76 (48e108) 2 (�30e16)

Zmax

Location 91 (67e122) 86 (68e149) �2 (�50e61) 93 (72e139) 94 (74e131) 0 (�34e19)
Amplitude 16 (2e57) 14 (5e34) �6 (�24e20) 30 (8e63) 26 (10e44) 0 (�25e33)

Zpos
Duration 70 (15e95) 68 (16e90) �2 (�34e30) 78 (37e123) 77 (48e127) �2 (�16e33)

Zdiff
Amplitude 50 (20e88) 50 (15e77) �6 (�36e27) 80 (49e164) 70 (44e180) �6 (�24e25)

SMdiff

Distance 40 (36e52) 52 (50e55) 14 (14e15) 64 (40e90) 56 (28e87) �2 (�7e15)

Values in ms except amplitudes which are mV, and the number of P-waves. The two D-columns show the individual differences
between VCG and dVCG. Numbers are given as median and range. AFZ atrial fibrillation.
true for lead Z positive phase duration although
the P-values are slightly above significance. There
is also agreement between the studies in the
relation of double-peaked morphology in SM be-
tween healthy subjects with only few observations
and those with AF where around half the group
show this morphology.

A difference between the studies is found in
Xmax location which in the earlier study was found
to be located later in the PAF group. In the present
study this was true when comparing AF VCG with
healthy VCG or dVCG but the value in AF dVCG was
of the same magnitude as those in the healthy
groups.

An additional observation of a difference be-
tween the studies is that the values of the
parameters presented in the earlier study tended
to be lower than those of the present study. This
suggests that there is a possible systematic meth-
odological difference between the two studies,
for example differences in the manual settings.
Another explanation may be differences in the
study subjects.

The individual variation of the morphology
parameters implies that although the groups’
median values are low, allowing group compari-
sons, the ranges of these observations are large.
P-wave duration, nadir location, and PQ-time
have reasonably low ranges in the same order of
magnitude as the precision in the manual setting of
QRS and P-wave onset and end. However, the
range of the parameters of location and amplitude
of the different morphological points of identifi-
cation may vary as much as the parameter value
itself. This casts doubt whether single values
should be used to define P-wave morphology, it
also indicates that care should be taken when
analyzing results from individual subjects.

When comparing P-waves from recorded and
derived VCG in healthy individuals and those with
a history of AF, we found differences that might
indicate propensity for atrial arrhythmia even in
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Figure 4 Distribution of the parameters used to describe P-wave morphology. In all graphs, values are from left to
right: healthy VCG, healthy dVCG, AF VCG, and AF dVCG. For further information, see text.
this limited material. Our findings therefore sup-
port a future comparison in a larger, prospective,
material.

Conclusions

P-waves extracted from dVCG reflect those from
VCG in such a way that the morphological
differences indicating propensity to AF may be
identified regardless of the recording technique
used.

The numerical values of the morphology param-
eters, however, should be used with caution, and
interpretations should be made on group basis
rather than individual recordings.
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Appendix

The inverse Dower transformation
matrix

Dower et al. [8] described a method to derive 12-
lead ECG from Frank-lead VCG using a transforma-
tion matrix where each lead in the ECG was
expressed as a linear function of the orthogonal
leads X, Y, and Z. The transformation matrix for
the first eight independent leads (V1eV6, I, II) is:

DZ

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

�0:515 0:157 �0:917
0:044 0:164 �1:387
0:882 0:098 �1:277
1:213 0:127 �0:601
1:125 0:127 �0:086
0:831 0:076 0:230
0:632 �0:235 0:059
0:235 1:066 �0:132

1
CCCCCCCCCCA

Transformation between the two lead systems is
a simple matrix operation:

SecgZDSvcg ð1Þ

where Secg is the ECG signal and Svcg the VCG
signal.

To calculate VCG from ECG we need the inverse
of D but since D is non-square and therefore has
no inverse, we introduce the pseudo inverse
(or MooreePenrose inverse):

DyZ
�
DTD

��1

DT

The calculated VCG, Ŝvcgis then:

ŜvcgZDySecgZDyDSvcgZ
�
DTD

��1

DTDSvcgZSvcg ð2Þ

where Dy is the inverse Dower transformation
matrix, with the numerical values:
Error analysis of the inverse Dower
transformation

In Eq. (2) above, VCG was calculated from ECG in
a noise-free situation as ŜvcgZDySecg.

In the presence of a noise component n, as-
sumed to have zero-mean and being uncorrelated
to Secg and Svcg, the computation gives:

ŜvcgZDy�SecgCnecg
�
ZSvcgCDynecg

The influence of n on the calculated VCG can be
analyzed statistically by looking at the expected
value of Ŝvcg:

E
�
Ŝvcg

�
ZE

�
SvcgCDynecg

�
ZSvcgCDyE

�
necg

�
ZSvcg

Numerically, the influence of n is determined by
the matrix Dy. The maximum error of necg is found
parallel to the vector corresponding to the largest
singular value of Dy. The singular values are:

sZ

0
@0:938

0:531
0:396

1
A

The variance of Ŝvcgmay be analyzed as:

E
n
ŜvcgŜ

T

vcg

o
ZSvcgS

T
vcgCDyE

n
necgn

T
ecg

o
DyT

In the case of uncorrelated, equally distributed,
measurement disturbances, the numerical influ-
ence of n is determined by the matrix DyDyT which
has the singular values:

sZ

0
@0:880

0:282
0:157

1
A

Least-squares minimization of residuals

In order to quantify the differences between the
VCG signal, Svcg, and the dVCG-signal, Sdvcg, for
each lead the residual was calculated as:

SresZSvcg �
�
aSdvcgCb

�
ð4Þ

where a and b are parameters for scaling and
offset of Sdvcg to minimize the residual [9].
DyZ

0
@�0:172 �0:074 0:122 0:231 0:239 0:194 0:156 �0:010

0:057 �0:019 �0:106 �0:022 0:041 0:048 �0:227 0:887
�0:229 �0:310 �0:246 �0:063 0:055 0:108 0:022 0:102

1
A ð3Þ
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Numerical values of a and b were found by using
the MATLAB function fminsearch to minimize the
function:

fða;bÞZ
Xn

iZ1

ðSresðiÞÞ
2

where n is the length of the P-waves and Sres is
calculated as Eq. (4) above. As an initial value of
the parameters, (1,0) was chosen in all cases.

The magnitude of the residual was then calcu-
lated, for each lead, using the 2-norm of the
residual divided by the 2-norm of the recorded VCG:

Residual magnitudeZ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
iZ1

jSresðiÞj
2

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
iZ1

jSvcgðiÞj
2

s

where Sres is the minimized residual in Eq. (4), Svcg
the P-wave of the recorded Frank-lead and n the
length of the P-wave.
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